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Asian monsoon and the Indian Ocean dipole25,26.
Models have been used to investigate the regional effect of varying
the magnitude of the ITF on the Indian Ocean upper layer heat
content and sea surface temperature5–9. Changes in the sea surface
temperature associated with changes in the ITF transport shift the
position of the deep atmosphere convection region of the western
tropical Pacific8,27 and, by changing the sea surface temperature in
the Indian Ocean, alter the net evaporation within the Indian Ocean
with consequences for the monsoon7,8,28. Although models investigate the contrast between ‘off ’ and ‘on’ ITF5–9, they do not explicitly
consider the effects or causes of varying the ITF transport and
temperature profiles, yet changes in their relationship, even without
changes in the net transport, may be expected to alter the sea surface
temperature and heat budget of the Pacific and Indian oceans and
associated climate phenomena.
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In the brain, hippocampal pyramidal cells use temporal1 as well
as rate2 coding to signal spatial aspects of the animal’s environment or behaviour. The temporal code takes the form of a phase
relationship to the concurrent cycle of the hippocampal electroencephalogram theta rhythm1. These two codes could each
represent a different variable3,4. However, this requires the rate
and phase to vary independently, in contrast to recent suggestions5,6 that they are tightly coupled, both reflecting the amplitude of the cell’s input. Here we show that the time of firing and
firing rate are dissociable, and can represent two independent
variables: respectively the animal’s location within the place
field, and its speed of movement through the field. Independent
encoding of location together with actions and stimuli occurring
there may help to explain the dual roles of the hippocampus
in spatial and episodic memory7,8, or may indicate a more
general role of the hippocampus in relational/declarative
memory9,10.
A cell must fire to manifest either a temporal or a rate code. Place
cells are hippocampal pyramidal cells that increase their firing rate
in a particular portion of the environment2,11 (the ‘place field’,
Fig. 1b). As such, they provide a coarse rate code for the animal’s
location within which a temporal code provides additional information1,12,13. In addition, we propose that the rate of firing within
the field can vary to encode other information without disrupting
this temporal code.
We recorded the firing of place cells and the electroencephalogram (EEG) from the hippocampi of rats as they ran back and forth
on a linear track for food reward at each end (Fig. 1a, Methods).
During this behaviour, the EEG shows the prominent theta oscillation and each place cell fires in a specific region of the track
(Fig. 1b). The cell’s bursting rate through the field (Fig. 1c) is slightly
higher than the concurrent EEG theta frequency, so that the average
phase of firing moves earlier on each theta wave as the animal
progresses through the field (Fig. 1d). The phase of firing correlates
with spatial variables such as the animal’s position on the track or
within the field (Fig. 1d), and also with non-spatial variables such as
the time since entry into the field (Fig. 1e) or instantaneous firing
rate (IFR; Fig. 1f), but in general the correlation with position is
stronger than with either (Fig. 1g; see also refs 1, 5, 6, 12). Some
process must align the phase of each spike relative to the concurrent
theta wave so that the phase codes for location despite the different
speeds of each run through the field.
Must the phase and rate codes always co-vary with each other, or
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is it possible for them to dissociate? Harris et al.5 reported an overall
relationship between phase and rate in spikes recorded on a linear
track, and our data show a similar relationship (Fig. 1g; Supplementary Fig. 1a, b). However, it is much weaker than the relationship
between phase and position (Fig. 1d; phase correlates better with
position than rate in 66/77 cells, P ¼ 5.3 £ 10211), and may result
directly from the relationship that both phase and rate hold with
position (Supplementary Fig. 1c). Mehta and colleagues6 reported
that, over the first few runs of a session, the firing fields became
more negatively skewed versus position and the phase precession
strengthened—suggesting that both rate and phase reflect the net
input to the cell and that this input becomes ramp-shaped,
increasing with distance through the field. Our fields show a
continuous range of negative, zero and positive skew, but there
was no correlation between skew and the rate or amount of phase
precession (Supplementary Fig. 2). Thus a causal relationship
between negative field skew and phase precession is unlikely, despite
both effects strengthening over the first few runs of a session.

Figure 1 Place cell phase of firing correlates best with position. a, Behavioural task: rat
shuttles back and forth along linear track between food rewards contained in cups
attached to movable walls. b, False-colour firing field of a place cell created from multiple
runs in the eastward direction. c, EEG theta rhythm and place cell firing (in red) for the
same cell on a single eastward run. Ticks above the spikes indicate þ to 2 zero
crossings (08/3608 phase) for each theta wave, lines through theta waves indicate 2708.
Bursts of spikes occur at higher than theta frequency causing each successive burst to
move to an earlier phase of the theta cycle, despite initially rising, then falling firing
rate. Theta cycle phase of spikes for multiple runs from a place cell is plotted against
position (d), time (e) and instantaneous firing rate (IFR; f) in the place field. g, Phase
(adjusted for circularity, see Methods) is better correlated with location than with time or
firing rate across the population of cells. Here and in subsequent figures, vertical bars
represent ^s.e.m.
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To see whether phase and rate dissociate within a place field, each
field was divided into three equal segments: the beginning, middle
and end. The mean IFR and mean firing phase per theta cycle, and
their respective temporal derivatives (TDIFR and TDphase) for runs
through each segment of the field were averaged across the population (Fig. 2). The mean phase per cycle continues to precess
throughout the entire run, despite the firing rate rising in the early
part of the field and then falling, and despite the increasing variance
of firing phase through the field6,14. TDIFR is positive in the early part
of the field and negative in the late part, while TDphase is negative
throughout, demonstrating that phase precession occurs during
both accelerating and decelerating spike trains, and that the firing
rate rises and falls within each run. Thus, again, a causal relationship
between phase precession and increasing rate is unlikely, consistent
with the much lower correlation of phase with firing rate than with
position (Fig. 1).
To see whether rate and phase dissociate on a run-by-run basis,
the runs with the highest and lowest firing rates for each cell were
identified so that the phase precession in both data sets could be
compared. Across the population, we found no difference in mean
phase precession between the high- and low-firing-rate runs.
Figure 3 shows that phase precession takes place equally on trials
with low as well as high firing rates, and even under conditions of
very low firing rates with two or fewer spikes per run (Fig. 3b). Thus
the dissociation of firing rate and firing phase is not due to effects
specific to the second part of the field such as habituation, spike
frequency accommodation, or to high- and low-rate runs being
combined in the overall mean rate. In addition, the above data rule
out any necessary coupling between phase precession and TDIFR
(compare ref. 5).
If the phase and firing rate can be independent, what variables

Figure 2 Phase precession is independent of IFR. a, Phase depends on location,
being highest in the early third of each field, lower in the middle third, and lowest in the
late third. b, Temporal derivative of phase (TDphase) is negative in each portion of the field
(68/76 fields in the early portion, P , 1 £ 10212; 57/76 in the middle, P , 1 £ 1025;
46/76 late, P , 0.05, binomial test). c, IFR starts low, increases in the middle third
and then decreases in the late part of the field. d, Temporal derivative of instantaneous
firing rate (TDIFR) starts high, falls towards zero in the middle third, and then goes negative
in the last third. Here and in subsequent figures, an asterisk denotes P , 0.05, and a
double asterisk denotes P , 0.01.
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Figure 4 Firing rates differ on fast and slow runs through the field. a, Significant
difference in average peak firing rates but no difference in b, rate of phase precession, or
c, total phase shift. d, Firing rate is the only variable measured that consistently correlates
with running speed (1.5 m track, mean r ¼ 0.223, 23/29 fields with significant positive
correlations P , 0.05).

Figure 3 Phase is correlated with track location on low- as well as high-firing-rate runs.
a, A single cell for which average firing rate on high-rate runs (lower panel) is four times
that on lower rate ones (upper panel) with no discernible effect on the phase precession.
b, The same analysis for the cell shown in Fig. 1d–f. Phase precession occurs despite very
low firing rates. Above: 35 spikes from 66 low-rate runs, mean spikes per run 0.53,
s.e.m. 0.09, range 0–2 (0 spikes on 41 runs, 1 on 15, and 2 on 10); below: 194
spikes from 36 high-rate runs, mean spikes per run 5.40, s.e.m. 0.53, range 2–14.
c, Population data (n ¼ 34): phase precesses across early, middle and late parts of the
field on both high- and low-rate runs.

does each encode? Previous work has suggested that the firing rate of
place cells correlates with running speed through the field15–18. We
confirm that relationship for the present data set (Fig. 4), where
place fields reconstructed from faster runs were associated with
higher firing rates (30 of 34 fields, t 1,33 ¼ 25.88, P , 0.001; Fig. 4a).
In contrast, the temporal code did not vary between fast and slow
runs, as measured by mean rate of phase precession in space
(t 1,33 ¼ 0.301, P ¼ 0.77; Fig. 4b); total extent of phase precession
(t 1,33 ¼ 24.32, P ¼ 0.67; Fig. 4c); phase at firing onset
(F 1,32 ¼ 0.066, P ¼ 0.799) or offset (F 1,32 ¼ 1.281, P ¼ 0.266;
data not shown). The correlation between mean firing rate per
run and running speed on individual runs, averaged across the
population, is 0.223 (Fig. 4d)—higher than the correlation between
speed and any other variable that we have measured.
To identify the spatial correlate of firing phase more precisely, we
varied the length of the track from 1.5 m to 1.0 m or 0.75 m by
moving the end walls closer together. The rats ran slower on the
shortened tracks (F 1,29 ¼ 12.536, P ¼ 0.001), the fields were smaller (F 1.29 ¼ 16.834, P , 0.001) and firing rates were reduced
(F 1,29 ¼ 11.068, P ¼ 0.002) (Fig. 5a). When the fields shrank,
there was a strong correlation between the shortening of a field
and the increase in the rate of change of phase in space (Fig. 5b). By
contrast, the change in the rate of phase precession was not
correlated with changes in its firing rate (Fig. 5c). We tentatively
conclude that the phase is coding for the proportion of the field
traversed, which is also consistent with the finding that blocking
long-term potentiation (LTP) produces shorter fields on average (by
830

preventing their asymmetric expansion19) but does not reduce the
amount of phase precession18. The correlation between running
speed and firing rate per run observed on the full-length track was
also found on the shortened track (mean r ¼ 0.18), showing the
robustness of this effect within different environmental
configurations.
What mechanisms might underlie phase coding of location
independent of rate? One model1,20 views CA3 place-cell firing as
an interference pattern between an inhibitory theta input and an
intrinsically oscillatory membrane potential (see, for example, ref.
21), whose frequency increases above theta frequency as the input to
the cell increases (see, for example, ref. 22). Under this model,
modulation of the amplitudes of the response, possibly by input
from the dentate gyrus, need not affect its phase, while the rate of
precession naturally adjusts to cover the extent of the field. If the
frequency of the variable oscillator reflects distance from landmarks
as measured by external and internal signals including motor
efference, this model could also account for the phase precession
observed in running wheels as well as linear tracks5. Alternative
possibilities include phase of firing reflecting the directions of the
stimuli defining the place field3,23, or early-field firing being driven
by input from other place cells while late-field firing is driven by
sensory input19,24–26. In this latter model, delays in synaptic transmission mean that early-field firing occurs later in a theta cycle than
that driven by sensory input (note, however, that the drive from
other place cells should not depend on LTP18).
The present experiments show that, on linear tracks, the phase of
firing relative to the hippocampal EEG theta wave and the IFR code
for two independent aspects of the animal’s spatial behaviour:
proportion of distance through the place field, and in-field velocity.
But the correlation of rate with velocity varies between cells and is
low overall, suggesting that it might also code for other variables.
Previous experiments2,16,27,28 suggest that firing rate in the place field
is influenced by such variables as direction of turning along the rat’s
trajectory and the presence (or absence) of particular objects, or of
smells or sounds associated with reinforcers. Thus we propose that
the strong spatial relation with phase leaves modulation of the firing
rate free to represent additional information regarding the beha-
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Place field definition
For a given cell, firing rates were calculated in 2 cm bins along the length of the track (that
is, the ratio of the total number of spikes to occupancy duration in each bin) and then
boxcar-averaged using the five bins centred on it. Place fields were defined as the bin with
the highest firing rate and all contiguous bins in which the firing rate exceeded 20% of this
peak rate.

General data analysis

Figure 5 Phase precession on the shortened tracks. Single cell: a, phase angle versus
position (green) gets steeper as the field size shrinks and the field firing rate (spikes
dividing by dwell time, in red) drops owing to shortening of the track. Bottom panel shows
the second baseline trial on full-length track carried out after short track trials. Population:
slope of phase precession (that is rate of change in space) increases with shorter track
length (b) in the absence of systematic changes in other correlations such as firing rate (c).
‘Delta’ values refer to the change from the preceding baseline trial to the trial on the
shortened track (see Methods).

viours performed and the salient objects or features encountered in
specific places. This dual code may provide the neural basis for the
involvement of the hippocampus in both spatial and more general
episodic/declarative memory7–10 by simultaneously encoding and
binding together the location of the event and its behavioural and
sensory content. Theta EEG activity has also been demonstrated in
many different neocortical regions in human patients29, suggesting
that the ability to code for more than one variable by using rate and
temporal codes may be a general property of cortical pyramidal
cells.
A

Methods
Experimental procedure
Nine male Lister hooded rats were implanted with pairs of movable tetrodes in the dorsal
hippocampus1,30, and placed on a food deprivation schedule (initially reduced to 90% of
body weight with a subsequent gain of 5 g week21). After one week of post-operative
recovery, they were trained to shuttle between the ends of a linear track for food reward
(track dimensions: 150 £ 10 cm, bounded by 25 cm side walls and 61 cm end walls that
could be moved to shorten the length of the track). Above the walls, the rats could see the
experimental room. A recording session consisted of a series of 8-min trials, the first always
a set of runs on the full-length track followed by a series of trials including trials on
shortened tracks, interspersed with baseline full-length track trials. Further series were
then run in which the size of the end walls was modified or the belt which comprised the
floor of the track was moved. Only the results from the first series are reported here.
An overhead camera tracked an array of infrared light-emitting diodes (LEDs) fixed to
the rat’s head (sampled at 50 Hz with a theoretical resolution of 3 mm). Simultaneously,
EEG field potentials (sampled at 250 Hz, band-pass filtered at 0.34–125 Hz) and
extracellular action potentials (spikes, sampled at 48 kHz, band-pass filtered at 500–
6,700 Hz) were recorded from the pyramidal cell layer. Half-sinusoids in the theta
frequency range (6–16 Hz) were aligned to negative-going deflections in the EEG and the
goodness-of-fit used to detect the presence of theta. The firing phase (0–3598) of a spike
reflects its temporal distance between successive zero crossings during theta. Where
absolute phase values from different fields are combined, each field is first adjusted by a
constant so that least frequent phase corresponds to 08/3608.
NATURE | VOL 425 | 23 OCTOBER 2003 | www.nature.com/nature

Only well-isolated units with good spatial selectivity and a peak firing rate of .1 Hz were
analysed, yielding 73 cells with 94 place fields: 75 from CA1, 19 from CA3, the dentate
gyrus or hilar region. All further analyses concerned data from runs through the place field
in its preferred firing direction at above 10 cm s21. Positions are plotted such that the
ordinate increases for runs from east to west and decreases for runs from west to east. The
initial trial on the full-length track from each place field was used to compare field
characteristics such as peak firing rate, field skew, and rate of phase precession versus
position. Correlations and regressions on phase data were adjusted to take account of its
circular nature, minimizing the squared angular distance from the line rather than the
squared absolute distance (see also ref. 1). Correlations were done on the 77 fields
contributing at least 100 spikes to the initial full-length trial.
IFR was calculated as the number of spikes in a time window up to one theta cycle on
either side of the reference spike, divided by the size of the window (after ref. 5). The
temporal derivative of the IFR (TDIFR) is the difference between the IFR for any two
consecutive spikes, divided by the time interval between them. Only IFRs based on time
windows greater than 100 ms were included. Mean phase per cycle is the circular mean
phase of spikes within a theta cycle, and the temporal derivative of this (TDphase) is the
circular difference between the mean phase in successive theta cycles divided by the
duration of the first cycle.
For analyses comparing fast versus slow runs and high-rate versus low-rate runs (Figs 3c
and 4a–c), separate fields were constructed from subsets of runs (combining multiple
baseline trials with r . 0.9 field correlations). ‘Slow runs’ comprised those containing the
bottom quartile of spikes ordered by the speed of the run through the firing field (that is,
the length of the path through the field divided by its duration), ‘fast runs’ comprised the
top quartile. Four fields for which this produced fewer than 200 spikes in each subset were
simply split at the 50th percentile. Runs ordered by firing rate were divided into ‘high’ and
‘low’ rate runs at the 50th percentile of the firing rate. In both cases, only fields for which
there were at least 100 runs through the composite field were included (n ¼ 34).

Shortened runway
Field characteristics on two shortened-runway trials (created by moving one of the end
walls 50 or 75 cm towards the middle of the track) were compared with the two flanking
baseline trials and analysed using a repeated measures analysis of variance. The wall that
was moved and the amount by which it was moved varied pseudo-randomly across trials.
Changes in firing rate, running speed, and field size were measured as the ratio of the score
on each manipulation trial compared to the preceding baseline. Changes in the rate of
precession were measured as the difference between scores on manipulation trials and the
preceding baseline, and were only performed on trials with 100 or more spikes.
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Most traits and disorders have a multifactorial background
indicating that they are controlled by environmental factors as
well as an unknown number of quantitative trait loci (QTLs)1,2.
The identification of mutations underlying QTLs is a challenge
because each locus explains only a fraction of the phenotypic
variation3,4. A paternally expressed QTL affecting muscle growth,
fat deposition and size of the heart in pigs maps to the IGF2
(insulin-like growth factor 2) region5,6. Here we show that this
QTL is caused by a nucleotide substitution in intron 3 of IGF2.
The mutation occurs in an evolutionarily conserved CpG
island that is hypomethylated in skeletal muscle. The mutation
832

abrogates in vitro interaction with a nuclear factor, probably a
repressor, and pigs inheriting the mutation from their sire have a
threefold increase in IGF2 messenger RNA expression in postnatal muscle. Our study establishes a causal relationship between
a single-base-pair substitution in a non-coding region and a QTL
effect. The result supports the long-held view that regulatory
mutations are important for controlling phenotypic variation7.
The QTL affecting muscle growth, fat deposition and heart size
was first identified in intercrosses between the European wild boar
and Large White domestic pigs and between Piétrain and Large
White pigs5,6. The alleles from the Large White breed in the first
cross and the Piétrain breed in the second cross increased muscle
mass and reduced back-fat thickness. The QTL explained 15–30% of
the phenotypic variation in muscle mass and 10–20% of the
variation in back-fat thickness5,6. We recently used a haplotypesharing approach to refine the map position of the QTL8. We
assumed that a new allele (Q) promoting muscle development
occurred g generations ago on a chromosome carrying the wildtype allele (q). We also assumed that the favourable allele had gone
through a selective sweep due to the strong selection for lean growth
in commercial pig populations. A QTL genotype cannot be deduced
directly from an individual’s phenotype but the QTL genotype of
sires can be determined by progeny testing and marker-assisted
segregation analysis2. Twenty-eight chromosomes with known QTL
status were identified. All 19 Q-bearing chromosomes shared a
haplotype in the 250-kilobase (kb) interval between the markers
370SNP6/15 and SWC9 (IGF2 3 0 untranslated region), which was
therefore predicted to contain the QTL. This region contains INS
and IGF2 as the only known paternally expressed genes. Given their
known functions and especially the role of IGF2 in myogenesis9,
they stood out as prime positional candidates.
We re-sequenced one of the 19 Q chromosomes (P208) and six q
chromosomes (each corresponding to a distinct marker haplotype)
for a 28.6-kb segment containing IGF2, INS and the 3 0 end of TH.
This chromosome collection was expanded by including Q and q
chromosomes from the following: (1) a wild boar/Large White
intercross segregating for the QTL5; (2) a Swedish Landrace boar
showing no evidence for QTL segregation in a previous study10; and
(3) F1 sires from a Hampshire/Landrace cross and a Meishan/Large
White intercross both showing no indication for QTL segregation
(see Methods). The lack of evidence for QTL segregation shows that
the boars are either homozygous Q/Q or q/q. A Japanese wild boar
was included as a reference for the phylogenetic analysis and it was
assumed to be homozygous wild type (q/q). We identified a total of
258 DNA sequence polymorphisms corresponding to one polymorphic nucleotide per 111 base pairs (bp) (Fig. 1). Two major and
quite divergent clusters of haplotypes were revealed (Supplementary Fig. 1). The two established Q haplotypes from Piétrain and
Large White animals (P208 and LW3) were identical to each other
and to the chromosomes from the Landrace (LRJ) and Hampshire/
Landrace (H205) animals, showing that the latter two must be of Q
type as well. The absence of QTL segregation in the offspring of
the F1 Hampshire £ Landrace boar carrying the H205 and H254
chromosomes implies that the latter recombinant chromosome is
also of Q type. This places the causative mutation downstream from
IGF2 intron 1, in the region for which H254 is identical to the other
Q chromosomes. The Large White chromosome (LW197) from the
Meishan/Large White pedigree clearly clustered with q chromosomes, implying that the F1 sire used for sequencing was homozygous q/q as no overall evidence for QTL segregation was observed
in this intercross. This is consistent with a previous study showing
that Meishan pigs carry an IGF2 allele associated with low muscle
mass11. Surprisingly, the Meishan allele (M220) was nearly identical
to the Q chromosomes but with one notable exception, it shared
guanine with all q chromosomes at a position (IGF2-intron3nucleotide 3072) where all Q chromosomes have adenine (Fig. 1).
Under a bi-allelic QTL model, the causative mutation would
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